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The Patch System of Road Maintenance;
its Application and Advantages.

...ab.-

. Introduction.

Any one who has taken the opportunity afforded by the
breaking up of a dry old metalled road (perhaps in the making
of a trench for a pipe) of examining the latter carefully will
have seen with what a high degree of hardness and toughness
such a structure resists loosening with the pick-axe. By reason
of the strength and hardness of the cement, a métal bed of this
kind forms a tough conglomerate-like mass of such a nature that
this work may be just as difhcult as the picking to pieces of a
mass of concrete or the pulling down of an old block of masonry.

If, on the other hand, it be considered, how quickly a wheel-
way surfacing of this kind is destroyed when flooded by running
water, as a result, for instance, of very heavy rain, the overflow
of its banks by a stream, etc., when the grains of metal detach
themselves one from another in rapid succession and are swept
away, it is recognised how vain is the above boasted strength
and resistance capacity of a metalled wheel-way as soon as it
comes in conta,ct with water.
In the observation and utilisation of this change between the

hard and soft aggregation conditions of the cement and, with
the latter, of the metalled wheel-way itself, lies the foundation
of the technics of road maintenance, which are based, not so
nmch on theoretical rules, but all the more on practical expe-
rience. , <

General Observations on the Patch-System.

’1°he original method of maintenance of thé metalled roads is,
as is well known, the patch system, which has been in use for
ages and until quite recently was the only method of maintain-
ing them.
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Even in pre-railway times, when, in addition to local uses, the
roads had also to bear the great overland commercial traffic, the

busy international main high-ways were maintained on this

system and - as must be assumed - in a thoroughly efficient
manner, since every large and heavy goods-waggons often drawn

by from 4 to 6 or stil.l more horses could make use of them

witbout difficulty.
It is true, that the preponderating heavy-vehicle traffic of the

time was in so far favourable to the work of maintenance of the

wheel-way that quick compression and consolidation of the places
patched with metal were very much furthered and facilitated by
the broad-tyred wheels, which acted like rollers. 

’

When, as a result of the development of the railway lines, the

transport of goods was in a great measure taken over by these,
thé country roads - except in districts that were not yet opened
by railways (especially the mountainous districts) or in which
a busy intercourse between towns and centres of industry
rem.ained undisturbed -. entered upon an era of stagnation, in
which the former brisk through-traffic almost entirely disap-
peared, and the local trame went over to the railway-approach
roads.

It was not till the power-carriage made its appearance as a
medium of international intercourse, that the road-traflîc picture
was again almost everyvhere altered and enlivened, and the old

country-road reassumed its old importance in a perhaps in-

creased degree.
Since, however, the high-road ôf today has to satisfy the

needs, not only of the vehicle and draught-animal trafic of all
kinds, but a.lso of quick-running power-vehicles including the
automobiles, and the road intercourse in general has consi-

derably increased, much greater demands are of course made on
it than in the old days, and the satisfaction of these by the

provision of more enduring wheel-ways is the new task to be

performed by the road-conservator.

Comparison with the Surfacing System.

In relation to this, the method of surfacing-renewal, which
has been systematicallv introduced in some districts, and which
has been more and more extended owing to the advent of the

steam roller, has made considerable progress. By the help of



this method, it has become possible, even on very busy stretches,
to produce strong and durable surfacings, and to put the wheel-
way into better condition. The teclmical success of this system
depends principally on the greater compression-strength of the
surfacing attained by the use of a good hard coarse-grained
metalling material and on the circumstance.that the patch-work
is greatly reduced, while the vehicles are not forced, as is in an
nupleasant degree the case on the patch-system, to roll down
considerably quantities of metal, and, moreover, the patch-
work metal material, which, on the appearance of a dry season,
often covered the wheel-ways for long periods, no longer incom-
modes the traffic.

In an economical. respect, on the other hand, the surfacing
System o6’ers no advantages of any kind, but only disadvantages,
since it necessitates thé procuring of a much larger quantity of
hard stone and very considerable expense for the work of rolling,
which indeed is so great that, as compared with the patching
system., the cost is, even under ordinary conditions and prices of
metal, increased (in Bohemia and Baden, for instance, by 60 per
cent).
Moreover, the high costs of this system of maintenance, on

which the highest hopes were at first set, do not bey any means
stand in proper relation to the successes attained, since -- as
experiences hitherto obtained have shown - the expensive ad-
vantages that accrue from it to the traffic are of only short
daration ; in presence of a very brisk and heavy traffic this

system - like tlte patching System - breaks down and has to
give place to other kinds of road consolidation (pavement).
The opinion is today pretty often met with that in places

where, by reasou of increase of traflic and greater wear, the old
well-tried patching system for the maintenance of a road is no
longer suflicient, recourse must be taken to the surfacing system
-- that is to say : - a word of moment calmly spoken.

Granted that, in certain districts such as those of towns and
their environs, in which the conditions of supply of hard metal
material are favourable, the work of rolling is cheap and is

applicable without local difficulties and traffic interruptions and,
nnally, the, traffic conditions are such as to admit of the duration
of tlie surfacillgs for at least from 4 to 5 years, the surfacing
system may be applied with advantage in spite of its higher
costs, and that the introduction of a systematic road-mainte-
nance by its means may under certain circumstances be rational,



its general extension to broad country, or it may 1>e to mountain

roads, is not to be thought of.
In view of the remote positions of the stretches to be rolled,

of the high costs of the metal-material, of the often very difficult
conditions of water-supply, etc., the system of road maintenance
by resurfacing will entail even considerably higher costs then
for ordinary conditions, even when a narrow sphere of applica-
tion is not set for it by the impossibility or road-blocking to
admit of rolling on account of want of other communications,
by the narrowness of roads, or by unfavourable conditions of
gradient and direction (steep gradients and directions of roads).
The wear of a country road, again, is generally very diffèrent

from that of roads lying near the towns or fain trame resorts.

While, in these, tlie-whole breadth for traffic is in general made
use of, and the surfacing is pretty uniformly worn down and
made ripe for removal, the vehicles that use the country roads
are found by experience to run almost exclusively in the middle
lines of these, so that a central traffic strip is formed that is

subject to the most rapid wear and - when an extensive annual

patcbing does not become the rule - requires renewal much
earlier than the wheel-way strips at the sides, which are less run

upon and have a longer life.

Since, under such conditions, it would, in case of renewal of

the surfacing, be highly uneconomical to pull up the whole
wheel-way and spread a new layer on it or only to .renew the
central strip of road over a comparatively small breadth as the
case might require, the covering system will never be able to

satisfy all requirements on the country roads, but the patching
system will remain the more important and rational method of

maintenance of tbese. 
’

Important Points in connection with the

Patching System.

Thé fundamental principle of the road maintenance by

patches at a time is that the holes and worn parts that are con-

stantly being formed in the wheel-way are filled up with metal,

which, diiring wet weather, is firmly rolled down by the vehicles ;

this work of patching is done under two sets of conditions,

viz ;- .



1. during the annual main metalling periods in spring or
autumn, when, by reason of the occurrence of thaw or rain the
completely softened wheel-way surfacing admits of a rapid
pressing down and binding of thé lumps of stone, and

2. during the whole year - except when, in winter, the
roadway is frozen hard or covered with snow - when advantage
is taken of short showers of rain to repair small damages to the
surfacing by filling them with a mixture of metal and suitable
cement material.

Tlie patching system thus comprehends two methods, and, as
experience teaches, these two kinds of patch-work belong to-
gether in a whole of such a nature that it appears inadmissible in
a rational system of road maintenance to give up or neglect
either one or the other of these partial works.
Thé reason for this is to be sought in the ways in which the

wear of the wheel-way takes place, and of these we may destin- ’.
guish the following :-

1. Thé 7eo°m,cl general ivca-r, to which the wheel-way surfa-
cing is subject in the form of natural abrasion, pulverisation,
and crumbling off of the surface caused by the draught and
riding aniiiials and vehicles of all kinds.

’1’his wear is fairly evenly distributed over the whole breadth
and shows itself in the production of dust and mud, which cover
the surface and are in part blown and flooded,away by the wind
and rain and in part removed by artificial meaus. ’hhe amount
of these depends mainly upon the hardness and toughness of the
métal material, as also on the density of the traffic and on the
weather conditions.

2. The local wear of the wheel-way, as the unavoidable,
abnormal altera.tions of the wheel-way may be called, which are
produced by the extra and irregular stressing of certain patches
and strips of the surface, and also as a resul.t of inhomogeneity
in the composition, cohésion, and power of resistance of the
metal bed, and not last by deformation phenomena produced by
the elasticity or yield of the wheel-way surfacing in its soft
and semi-hard conditions under the compressive and concussive
action of the wheel-tyres and hoofs.
Under this kind of wear, which varies very greatly with

the hardness and strength of the metalled surface may lie
counted :- ’



fi) the so-called &dquo; blow-holes &dquo; (St’hlaglôtlier), i. e. smaller

or larger, round or oval, shallow or deep, trougl-lilce concavities
in the wheel-way.

b) the wheel-tracks and ruts, which arise through the sinking
of heavy wheels into the road-way, or by the repeated running
of the vehicles over the same strips of road, and finally.

c) the water-rills, which are caused by the draining-off of
the rain-water and, although generally in thé transverse direc-
tion, may in the case of large gradients run along thé road.

In connection with thé maintenance of the metalled wheel-

way, the two kinds of a&M07Wt wear last described are of much

the greatest importance, since they represent the phenomena of
destruction, properly so-called, of the wheel-way suriacing,
which on neglect of a quick and suitable repair may, under the
influences of the traffic and the weather, become so great, that
the existence of the whole wheel-way is endangered or at least
the difficulty of the patch-work maintenance nay lIe very much
increased.

When nieaus of drainage are awanting, water and moisture
collect in thé defective places and unevennesses of the wheel-

way, as may readily be observed in the pool-formatious and damp
spots after showers of rain, so that, as compared with their sur-

roundings, these places remain longer damp and soft and are

subject in an increased degree to wear and destruction by
wheels and hoofs.

Prollloted by the concussive actions which are caused by the

passage of the wheels, especially by those of quick-running
vehicles, in such concavities and troughs in the wheel-way, the
destruction proceeds steadily forward and the at first quite
shallow unevem.iesses soon develop into deep holes, if their pro-
gress is not stopped by the patching of the spots in question.
For these reasons, special case must be taken that the wheel-

way is kept as smooth as possible and that even the smallest
unevenness in it be removed, as also that a suitable transverse

section be maintained, so that the quick and unhindered drain-

age of the rain-water from all points of the wheel-way is

ensured.
A comparison with the road-maintenance systexu by extended

surfacings shows that in these, also - in spite of the circum-
stance that firmly rolled surfacings of hard metal are here in

question, which, in comparison with the country roads with



metal of médium quality maintained in a patch-work manner,
ought to have much higher qualities of resistance -’ the
influences of the traffic and the weather bring about the same
kinds of local wear as those above described, which have to be
combated by a constant patching of the surface, since these

endanger the existence of the newly rolled surfac’ing in the

highest degree, and form the main causes which bring about its
destruction, and its renewal after a cetain space of time.

If only a general’ (normal) abrasion and uniform wear of a
metalled road had to be reckoned with, freshly-rolled hard métal
surfacings ought to endure for decades, and the ideal of a

metalled wheel-way would long since have been attained. 
’

Now, in the case of road-maintenancc on the patching system.,
which, as already observed, divides into two parts, it is to be
observed that, on the one hand, the abnormal wear is combatted
almost all the year round by means of the continual patchings,
or, in other words, the beginning and development of local

dam.ages to the wheel-way are as far as possible prevented; on
the other hand care is taken that, by ample use of material on
the occasion of the annual main metalling operations -- which,
according to the locality and climatic conditions, are undertaken
in spring or autumn -- the general (normal) wear that takes
place in the course of a year, including the abnormal damages
(ruts, etc.) that the wheel-way may have been subject to, are
made good and the road levelled up to its profile by the strewing
of fresh material.
The success of the patching system depends in the first line

on the manner in which the introductions of métal are effected
and on the conscientiousness and skill with which this work is
carried out by the road-man concerned. Also, the choice of the
time at which the work of patching is performed is of the great-
est importance for its success, and while the proverb says :-
&dquo; Strike the iron, while it is hot &dquo;, I should like to say :-
&dquo; Patch the road while it is soft &dquo;.
A conscientious road-man will, during damp and rainy wea-

ther, always be met with on his road-stretch and will understand
how to turn such an opportunity to advantage.

Fundamental Rules for the Patching Method.

AssUnling that a road shows no structural defects and that
the availabe metalling-material is sufnciently hard and tough,



the wheel-way can, in genéral, be maintained in suitable con-
dition by the aid of the patching system, even when the demands
of thé traffic are considerable in degree.
The fundamental rules that must thereby be applied are the

following :-
The patching up of tlie &dquo; blow-holes &dquo; and small damages to

the wheel-way in general must be cloue after every spell of wet
weather. After a preliminary removal of the layer of inud from
the hollow in question and a simultaneous roughening of the
surface of the latter, in the case of smaller unevennesses only
fine-grained and as far as possible cube-shaped metal material
of from 1 to cm. size of grain is to be used and tbe cement
addition (stone-splint, grit, or sand) of the same material as thé
métal is to be restricted to a minimum. ’l’he use of road mud
or of other earthy or cl.ayey constituents is to be avoided.

Tlae quantity of the patcling-metal material is to be so chosen
that it reaches up to or somewhat above the edge of the hollow.
The individual grains of métal are hère to be laid very closely
together and in as even a layer as possible, the surface of which
projects slightly above the adjoining wheel-way surface, but only
so much that, on the pressing down of the patching layer, the
original level of the surface at this point is reached, and that,
after consolidation, neither a lump nor a hollow remains behind.
Thé height of heaping of the metal required depends upon the
quality of the material of the latter and mainly on the compres-
sion strength of the wheel-way ; it is determined by practical
expérience.

Care must, moreover, be taken in the case .of deeper 
&dquo; blow-

holes &dquo;, that, beyond the edges of the hollows, and especially
in the direction of motion of the vehicles, i. e. of tbe axis of the

road., quite small-grained metal is arranged, so that a ramp-like
transition is provided for the wheel-tyres, the thumping action
of the latter is diminished, and the uniform pressing together
and ramming down of the layer of metal is promoted.

Pieces of metal squeezed out or pushed aside by the horses’
hoofs and wheels from the patching places are to be reinserted,
whereby thé strips that have already been driven firmly in by
the wheel-tyres are not to be injured and are as far as possible
to be left entirely undisturbed, except in cases in which they
lxave eut so deeply into the wheel-way that they can bear a fresh
covering of small-grained material. In thé application of the
métal t1e patch must, in general, be made to take a form that



is elongated in the direction of the axis of the road or direction
of motion of the traffic, and expérience teachea that little round
unevennesses must also be metalled-up in this way.

’l’his stands in connection with the circumstance that the

wheeling down and pressing together of the metal by the weight
of the wheels takes place in the longitudinal strips. Since the

grains of metal at the edges rest on harder, less softened parts
of the wheel-way, these are exposed in an increased degree to
destruction. or crushing into small fragments and are at the
outset intended to effect the transition between the old wheel-

way and the new layer of metal. The further these transition
areas are extended in the longitudinal direction of the road -
of course up to a certain practical limit of about 1/2 to at most
1 m. from the edges of the hollows - the shallower and more
gradual will be the inclined plane up which the wheels have to
run, and the more favourable are the conditions for the rolling
down of the patches by them. Similar conditions prevail in
regard to the side edges of the patches, which may also with
advantage be bounded by transitional strips of small-grained
métal. The sole purpose of these edgings, however, is the

attainment of a better cohésion of the metal and to prevent the
lateral slipping and rolling away of the stones.

In regard now, to the main metallings annually carried out
on the patching System, care must, in the first line,. here be
taken, that an ample supply of broken stone, if possible, of two
kinds, of about 3 and 6 cm. size of grain respectively, so that
the patching, which, according to the condition of weather of
the expired period of maintenance, may require a very variable
quantity of metal, may be carried out in accordance with the
actual requirements and in a proper manner, and that the neces-
sary levelling and filling up of the section of the wheel-way may
not be neglected on grounds of momentary economy -- a proce-
{1ure which is apt to bring its own punishment during the
succeeding period of maintenance. It is indeed here that the

economy of thé patch-worh maintenance lies, that, at a time at
which a stretch of road is very much worn and requires a great
deal of metal to bring it into good condition, the quantity of
material needed for the maintenance of the transverse section

of thé road in a favourable manner is duly applied ; a result of
this, meamvhile, is that for the next few years the requirements
of material for a road thus amply metalled will be considerably
diiiiinislie(l, while, in thé opposite case, in spite of the yearly
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bedding-in of a uniform aud pretty large average quantity, a
like success will not be attainable.
The supply of metal to be provided must be so large that, after

the main patching is done, a small reserve of metal, in parti-
cular of the small-grain kinds, is left over, which is then heaped
up on storing places along the side of thé road ready to hand for
urgent local repairs that may become necessary in the course of
the complète year - especially during a time of long-continued
wet weather. Similarly quite small-grained metal - of from
1 to 3 cm. size of grain - and the corresponding cement mate-
rial that may be needed for the repair of &dquo; blow-holes &dquo; and
small unevennesses must at all times be held in readiness at the
depositing places in close proximity to the road.

’l’o avoid a hampering of the road traffic over a long stretch
on the occasion of the main metalling, it will be advisable, at
a place where a roller is not used for the rolling down of the
often very extensive patch-layers, to resort to a systematic sub-
divisiou into shorter stretcles of about 500 to 600 m. of such
description that metallings of large extent with corrections of
the section only occur on certain stretches in one year while the
remaining sub-stretches are alternately subjected to a main

metalling in the next two or three years.
It is of especial importance that, i.mmediately before thé

metalling, which is to be undertaken only at a time when the
wheel.-way is soft and damp, the mud be removed from the road.
For tlie metalling operation itself, it is regarded as tbe prin-

cipal rule that the larger stones be in all cases bedded in the
deep ruts and ih the middle parts of the wheel-way that are
most run upon, and that the small-grained ones be used on the
side strips of the way and for the filling and levelling up of
minor unevennesses. ’

Should certain places - in particular ruts - be specially
deeply worn down, the bottoms of these should be bedded out
with special care with large lumps of stone laid as close together
as possible and covered over with a layer of mediun-sized metal-
stones.

’l’bis second layer serves at the same time to make the top of
the patch even with the adjoining surface, and is to be extended
with a downward slope over the edges of the defective spots.
In thé arrangement of the patch surfaces, the form of thé wheel-
way surface must be kept under careful observation and the work
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must be carried on under thé constant supervision of an expe-
rienced road-man.
When a case of decided track-metalling is in question, i. e. of

metalling up of parallel ruts in combination with side strips of
patch-metalling for the levelling up of the section, it is advisable
also to cover the rounded longitudinal ridge between the ruts
with a very thin iayer of llledium-grained metal in such a way
that only a very narrow strip of about 15 to 20 cm. im thé middle
of these raised parts remains free.

Although this layer of métal is not very durable and is for
thé most part knocked aside by the horses’ hoofs, so that the
individual grains of métal only remain over for hedding and
filling purposes, thé measure in question eifects the practical
object that the draught-horses, which otherwise avoid the

metalled ruts and only lllake use of the raised stoneless interme-
diate strip, are misled in the keeping of the course that is by
these means rendered less recognizable, and the wheels of the
vehicles in conséquence move more in sinuous lines.

By this meaiis thé successive wheeling down of thé metal from
the bulged-up strip towards the ruts is promoted and the wheels

get on to the freshly metalled ruts much more often tban they
could otherwise be got to do. If the edges at each side of the
rut metalling have once been rolled firmly down and become
covered with mud, thé stone material in the former ruts is so

tightly pressed together and boxed-in from the sides that it can
no longer escape, and the middle parts of the track, which can
then be traversed without aisy great amount of friction, very
soon become firmly rolled down.
The procédure illustrated in connection with the mending of

the track shows in a typical manner how the consolidation of
layers of métal is effected. As will be shown further on, it also

gives a very good idea as to the manner of mending 
&dquo; blow-

holes &dquo; and irregular defective patches.
’l’lie second kind of metalling-up of patch-system roads, which

is adopted where lao ruts or only very shallow ones occur and
where the wear shows itself for the most part in 

&dquo; blow-holes &dquo;

and unevennesses, consists in the laying of irregularly formed
patches of metal of different thicknesses; its use for thé most

part is confined to very broad wheel-ways. This requires consi-
derable practice and special diligence in the laying of the metal

patches. The different patches may here be profitably connected
together in 101lg-drawn surfaces of metalling of considerable
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size, which often extend over half or the wbole of the wheel-
way, and the removal of the unevennesses is effected by the
application of thicker or more large-grained covering-layers at
thé places concerned. Thé procedure described in connection
with the’metalling up of &dquo; blow-holes &dquo; is thus repeated, though
in a somewhat mod.ified manner, in so far that the separate tran-
sition surfaces between the edgings round the damaged places
are drawn together, so that they only occur before and behind
and at the outer sides of the combined patch of metalling.

In what form can these patch-metal surfaces now be most
advantageously arranged ?
As alréady mentioned above, the métal material at the front

and back edges of the patches, i. e. at those transverse to the
axis of the road, wliicli h,ve to receive the shock of the wheels
at the points of transition from the smooth unmetalled wheel-
may to the rough and somewhat raiserl surface of the layer of
metal, is stressed in a particularly detrimental manner, so that
tlie rolling down of these edges by the traffic weights is effected
with much greater difliculty and much less evenly than that of
those that lie parallel with the axis of the road (side edges), as
is particularly well shown in connection wi.th the rut-metalling
described above. 

’

’1’he reason for this is to be found principally in the axial
direction in whicli the wheels of the vehicles move, that is to
say in the circumstance that the pressing down and consolidating
of the metal. everywhere takes place in the narrow parallel strips
produced by these.
A wheel that cuts through the metalled surface will only be

able to assist in rolling down the metal at the narrow places of
entrance and exit, while, during the rést of the way, it will more
or less plough into and upheave the material, unless the lateral
escape of the latter is prevented. A longitudinal strip that cuts
through the metalled surface cannot be consolidated unless it
has undergone long-continued wheel-pressure combined with
repeated fil.ling with fresh material. When, on the other hand,
a wheel indentation lies pretty much along one side ’of the
metalled surface, it will assist in the consolidation and in thé
getting on to the metal throughout the distance traversed.

Considering then, that as experience shows, a layer of metal
can be most effectively wheeled firmly down when this pheno-
menon at the points of transition (edges) to the unmetalled sur-
faces begins and is continued towards the middle, care must, in
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the applications of métal for the attainment of firm durable
covering patches, above all be talien, that a quick consolidation
of the side edges takes place, by which at the same time the
rapidity of the rolling down of the whole surface can be consi-
derably increased. 

’

As has been successfully tried, this purpose can be effected
by the expédient of extending the metalled surfacing at several
places of this kind, with due regard to the locality of the
patches, and forming them in such a manner that they consist
of longitudinal strips that run parallel but are shifted one with
another. ’

In stretches, where the wear shows differences of no very con-
siderable amount and extends principally over the central strip
of the road, the latter can often with advantage be covered in
a width of about 3 m. in breadth with a layer of metal, and the
patching work proper be effected by a suitable distribution of
the pièces of metal during the rolling in.
Another rule which must be closely followed in the laying of

the métal on the patch system is the careful looking after of the
surfaces covered up to the point at which they are run onto.
This takes the form of constant filling and levelling of the tracks
and ruts formed, and of collecting the scattered grains of metal
and applying them to depressions or bare places, a light blunt
iron instrument being used thereby. By this, however, the

places that are already consolidated will not be disturbed, only
the loose metal is in so far to be distributed and shifted about
as may appear desirable for its suitable rolling in and as may
be necessary for thé attainment of the desired height and firm-
ness of the places patched.

Finally, in t1e maintenance of a metalled road on the patch
system all the well-known rules and expériences for the con-
struction and maintenance of metalled roads in général are to
be rationally observed.

Advantages of the Patch System.

Tlie advantages of the patch system over the covering system
consist in the first line in the smaller cost. This results from
the smaller requirement as regards metalling material and from
the avoidance of the costs for the periodical breaking up and
rolling-in of the covering layers.
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Thé second gréât advanta,ge is the rapidity with which the
maintenance can be carried out by the patch system, which lies
in the method itself, since it requires no special preparations,
and no nieehanieal aids, and the tedious rolling process is

avoided.
A further advantage of the greatest importance lies in the

circumstance that this system entails no blocking of the road-
tramc and is everywhere applicable without regard having to
be paid to the position, breadth, gradient, or direction of the
road, while, for numerous reasons, the covering system remains
confined to certain particular districts and can be rationally
applied only under a particular set of conditions.
In many cases the patch system also admits of the application

of metalling material that is to be found on the village or town-
ship or in its near neighbourhood, if only it possesses a degree
of hardness that just enables it to comply with the traffic con-
dition, while the surfacing system is entirely dependent on the
use of the best of hard métal (basalt or porphyry), if it is to
have a chance of success.

Thus there are in our Alpine districts (e. g. in Tyrol with
about 1,700 kilomètres of imperial road, only 4 % of which is
maintained on the covering system) for the most part roads that
are maintained without trouble with a softer kind of stone

(lime, dolomite, pit gravel, and river stones) on the patching -
in spite of the often very dense cart and automobile trafic and
nnfavourable climatic conditions - in an admittedly good con-
dition, that also satisfies and must satisfy the modern trafic
requirementa, while the application of another kind. of mainte-
nuance would on financial and practical grounds ha,ve been

simply impossible.
On al.l roads of this kind, constant endeavours will, of course,

be made, by the choice of good metal and by the consistent
removal of materials of inferior quality, to promote the steady
improvement of the maintenance.
In this respect again, the patch system lends itself well to

the introduction of improvements.
Thèse include, in the first line, the proposed introduction of

the re-rolling of the patch-coverings, which is to be effected by
means of benzine-motor rollers of 6 to 7 tOnS in weight and in
so far promises to be a, great success, that the wheeling-down
of the metal by means of thé vehicles, which very much impedes
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the général traffic, will hereby be considerably assisted, and the
annually recurring main patcbing of the roads can be facilitated
and expedited to a marked degree.

In general, the assertion is justified tha.t, according to the
kind of stone used, the patching method is able to ineet the
demands of médium and busy traffic for the most part met with
outside of thé towns and villages up to a certain point, and tliat,
when hard tough metalling material is used and the work is
done in a rational manner and followed up by rollings applied
to the patch layers, this point, depending as it does on the
nature of the traffic, is then probably little below that at which
the covering system also ceases to be applicable.

T3runelf, November, 1912.

(Translator : LIDDELL.)

Zdenko VYTVAlt,
li. K. OlJeringenieul’.

Oberthur, Itennes-f’aris (î0a.13)


